
FLIGHT SKINS ALPHA 20

Initial 
Included in your package will be four pages of decals, two pages that are labeled
L for the left side and two pages labeled R for the right side. These correspond to
the L and R that are molded above your ears on your headphones. As you apply

the decals, ensure you are always using the correct sheet for the side of the
headphones you're working on.

Make sure to watch the Entire Video on installing your Flight Skins before doing
it on your own.

 

Pre-Flight 
Sit down at a table with the headphones resting on the table. For Preparing the
headphones, It's essential that you clean them with the wipe that's included to

remove any access dirt or grease. Before you start, be prepared to take your
time and know the slower you go, the better results you will have.

Start 
The Best place to start attaching your skins is the left or right ear. The first decal
to start with is the upper ear itself. Due to the headphones curvature, relief cuts

had to be made in the decal to help for proper adhesion. So be careful when
removing the decals from the sheet, so you don't tare the decal at the relief

cuts. Once the decal is removed, you first want to center the decal's hole over
the center indentation circle area on the headphones, as shown in figure 2. Then
line up the curve of the bottom of the decal to the curve line on the headphones
and start applying to the headphones without going over the curved line of the

headphones, as shown in figure 3. Do Not Over Lap the Line. Both top and
bottom stickers should meet the curved line on the headphones without

overlapping. Repeat this process for the lower ear decal.
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applying 4

Once the ear is complete, you will attach the half-circle decal right above the ear
numbered 3 in figure 1. This decal applies best when you start from one side and

work your way around the curved part of the headphones frame. While making sure
the decal doesn't go over the edge on the inside and does not overlap the sides of

the frame, as shown in figure 4. 
Next are Decals #4 and #5, as shown in figure 1, which are for the sides of the

headphone frame. The best place to start with these decals is at the top, as shown
in figure 5. Then work your way down, so the sticker doesn't overlap the half-circle
decal #3 but is close enough where you don't get too much extra space. The relief

cut will help with the curve of the sides. It's still possible to get a slight bubbling but
not overbearing. Last but not least is the final part of the ear decals, as shown in

figure 1 #6, #7, #8, #9, and 10. These are very simple to apply, just line up
accordingly, as shown in figure 6. Repeat these same completed steps for the other

ear.

Taxi

Takeoff
 The hard part is over, you are now ready for takeoff. The following Decals to

complete are the top of the head decals #11 and #12, as shown in figure 7. The best
place to start is right at the top, where the headphones left and right meet, as

shown in figure 8. Carefully work each side down evenly of decal #11, so they both
meet together at the bottom, as shown in figure 9. Decal #12 will fit right inside the

indentation.
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Cruise

Your Cruising now, you're almost done. last to do are decals #13,#14,#15, and
#16. Starting with #13, notice how one side of the sticker has more of a curve.

This is the side you will start applying, and it will start at the top where both left
and right ears meet, as shown in figure 10. Once you have it lined up, just start

applying it, moving it down till you get to the bottom, as shown in figure 11.
Next is #14, you will want to start with the thinner side of the decal at the top,

like the last decal. Once it's all lined up, start moving down as the decal gets
thicker until you get to the bottom as shown on figure 12.

Decent
 You're now on the Decent, next just repeat the steps for the top of the

headphones for the other side and you will be all done with applying your new
Flight Skins.

Landing/Shutdown
 Great job! your Flight skins should now be complete. Be sure to make some

final checks that all the decals are secured and applied correctly to the
headphones. 

Lastly, your Feedback is greatly appreciated, please leave us a product review
and share you're new Flight Skins in action, and tag our Handle @EntireFlight

on your favorite social channels.
Thank You.

Team Entire Flight
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